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Features in child phonology
Inherent, emergent, or artefacts of analysis?*
Lise Menn & Marilyn Vihman

University of Colorado/University of York
The emergence of features plays a key role in any theory of phonological
development that does not assume that they are innately available before the onset
of speech. After reviewing Jakobson’s claims for universal orders of emergence,
we consider possible criteria for feature or segment acquisition, and then discuss
data from nearly 50 children (10 languages including Estonian, Finnish, Japanese,
and Welsh as well as several Germanic and Romance languages). Small early
vocabularies and phonetic variability make minimal pairs rare in most children.
While a few children show clear evidence of utilizing features or segments, others
show none, and most fall between these extremes. Gradually increasing evidence
of segmental structure and systematicity reflects the slow transition to a more
orderly phonology. These data support an emergentist model of feature acquisition
that has many possible routes to (re-)creating phonological organization within the
individual child’s mind.

1. Introduction
The more one scrutinizes it, the more complex the notion of acquiring a
phonological feature becomes, yet the role of features is a basic question for
any theory of phonological development. Jakobson’s magisterial account of the
emergence of features is so far removed from what children actually do that it is
essentially useless as a serious basis for the study of acquisition. The nature of features remains controversial; however, it is clear that they serve a useful role in the

* We thank Amy Bidgood, Philippa Claxton, Michelle McGillion and Helena Sears, who
collected and transcribed the UK data presented in Appendix II, and we are also grateful to
the National Science Foundation (United States), which supported the collection of Vihman’s
American English, French, Japanese and Swedish data, and to the British Economic and Social
Research Council (United Kingdom), which supported collection of both the British English
and the Welsh data. We also thank colleagues who have discussed these problems with us and
who have given us editorial feedback.
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description of adult languages. It is puzzling, then, to find that, for most children,
they are of little help in characterizing the very first words identified. On the other
hand, they can be helpful at a later stage for describing both the child’s output and
the model-to-output relationships. This change over time is one reason to claim
that phonology emerges.
The primary reason for the inefficacy of features as descriptors at the early
stages of phonological development is that the first word forms tend to be the
least systematic. Furthermore, generalization across children is difficult for the
early word forms but somewhat easier later on: Different children, when studied
in detail, approach the problem of acquiring phonology in rather different ways,
only slowly converging as they move towards the structure of the ambient language. This evidence against early phonological systematicity, both within and
across children, is a serious problem for claims that a well-defined phonological system unfolds or is reorganized within each child from the start. Instead,
the fact that, with time, children gradually become more systematic and more
similar to other children acquiring the same language supports the claim that
phonology emerges on the basis of experience with language production and
self-perception.
We present substantial amounts of data to back up these statements: Appendix
I shows variability across many children acquiring different languages, and Appendix II focuses on variation within each of a small number of children acquiring
British English. Dismissing the less-systematic early phonology as ‘pre-linguistic’ –
as Jakobsonians have sometimes done – precludes the possibility of establishing
that the system develops gradually from a precursor state. This gives spurious support for the claim that the phonological system appears fully formed, needing only
to be unfolded or rearranged, as well as for the argument that it must therefore
be innate.
2. Some history
Child phonology is still struggling with the challenging legacy of Roman Jakobson,
whose writing on child phonology, most famously Kindersprache, Aphasie, und
allgemeine Lautgesetze 1941 (Child Language, Aphasia, and Phonological Universals, 1968), included many resounding claims that have proven quite difficult to
evaluate (Kiparsky & Menn 1977). Jakobson is selective in his presentation of data
(which at an early developmental point are sparse to begin with), and his categorical statements overwhelm the hedges by which he occasionally acknowledges this.
For example, consider this 1949 statement from The sound laws of child language,
reprinted in Waugh & Monville-Burston (1990) [emphasis as in the original]:
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By eliminating these particular facts [about apparently onomatopoeic utterances
recorded by various linguist parents] and following step-by-step the formation of
the child’s phonemic system, we discern a rigid regularity in the succession of his
acquisitions, which constitute for the most part a strict and invariable temporal
sequence….
(p. 297)

The categorical statements themselves pose a problem of interpretation: how can
something ‘for the most part’ show a ‘rigid regularity’ or a ‘strict and invariable
temporal sequence’?
Similarly, consider Jakobson’s well-known statements about phonemic
oppositions:
Ordinarily the vowel system originates in a low vowel and the consonantal
system simultaneously in a stop with an occlusion at the front of the mouth…
The first opposition within the consonantal system is between nasal and oral, and
the second between labials and dentals…Following the appearance of these two
consonantal oppositions a high vowel arises in opposition to the wide vowel in
the child’s speech.
(p. 297)

Again, we have a problem of interpretation: what does it mean to say that
something happens ‘ordinarily’, followed by an un-hedged statements of what is
claimed to happen next? It also turns out that these claims about oppositions are
hard to falsify, even in their strong form, because early vocabulary, by definition,
contains only a few words per child: When there are only five or even ten words,
the minimal pairs that would be needed to test them are often lacking. Nevertheless, there is indeed counterevidence, as we shall see.
Jakobson’s famous progression of phonemic oppositions remains popular
partly because it is fairly close to the general progression of acquisition of phoneme
classes as phonetic targets: English stops in general do precede fricatives and affricates; glides precede liquids.1 And velars are indeed usually later than labials and
dentals, in English and several other languages (Finnish, with common use of early
words with /k/, is one exception: cf. Kunnari 2000, Savinainen-Makkonen 2001,
2007; Japanese is another: Beckman, Yoneyama & Edwards 2003). In languages
employing complex articulations, simply articulated consonants such as [k] are
reported to be mastered before more marked phones such as glottalized [k’] (Pye,
Ingram & List 1987). The influence of phonetic frequency (and probably functional
load) in the ambient language is evident, however: a phone is generally mastered

. Interestingly, although Jakobson famously dismissed babbling as irrelevant to phonology –
and of course no really accurate description of babbling could have been made before the
development of the tape recorder in the 1950’s – the progression of oppositions also looks
closer to what happens in babble than to what happens in speech (see Vihman 1996, Ch.2).
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earlier in a language in which it is more frequent (ibid.; Ingram 1992). But as is well
known from, for example, the very late mastery of /ð/ in English, frequency cannot
be the sole determining factor.
The crucial theoretical point obscured by the rough correspondence between
Jakobson’s prediction and the reported group data is that general statements cannot
speak directly to the question of development in individuals. ‘Laws of grammar’ –
in the linguistic sense of ‘grammar’ – operate within the individual mind. The
implicational hierarchy is about individuals, not about groups, and it is explicitly
about contrasts, not phonetic targets – yet target acquisition orders are the only
information we can extract from group pronunciation accuracy data. And individuals, as is now well known, occasionally violate Jakobson’s proposed ‘laws’ and,
more frequently, violate the inferences that are typically drawn from them (see, for
example, several children’s use of velars before alveolars in our Appendix I and,
in Group 4, Virve’s stop-fricative contrast preceding any place contrast in stops).
With regard to order of acquisition of vowels, there is a specific point where
Jakobson’s typologically limited child language evidence may have misled him.
Note, in Appendix I, the several instances of a child’s first vowel contrasts arising
between front and back low vowels (e.g. Nicola, Group 3b; Jonathan, Group 3c).
Jakobson’s adult-language distributional data led him to claim a primacy for the
/i – u – a/ vowel triangle, and therefore to predict, as in the paragraph we quoted
above, that children would start differentiating their vowels by first developing
either a height contrast or a front-back split between high vowels. He claimed that
child language data bore out this prediction, but the data available to him in writing Kindersprache were derived from a very narrow range of adult languages. Of
the languages he cited, only English (Wellman et al. 1931), Danish (Jespersen 1916,
1925; Rasmussen 1913) and Norwegian (Kock 1901) have [æ] as a phonetic target
(in the Scandinavian languages, as a possible realization of one of several front midvowel phonemes), and Jakobson cites none of these sources in the context of vowel
development. Wellman et al. indicate relatively late [æ], which might have contributed to Jakobson’s impressions, but they have only group phonetic target information and, as we have said, neither group production data nor phonetic target data
can sustain claims about individual paths of phonological development, given the
extent of individual differences and the absence of information about contrasts.
For the children in Appendix I who are acquiring English and expanding their
vowel systems very early, like Sean, T., Will, and Jonathan, a contrastive or nearcontrastive early a/æ split actually seems to be reasonably common. Appendix I
also shows that low front [æ] is quite common as a target for additional Englishlearning children who lack the minimal pairs needed to render the phonetic [a]:
[æ] distinction contrastive. So (although children do sometimes create contrasts
absent from the ambient language to preserve a distinction that they cannot make
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in the way that the ambient language does: Cf. [i]: [y]: Timmy, acquiring American
English, in Vihman, Velleman & McCune 1994), it is likely that Jakobson inadvertently biased his acquisition data against finding early low-vowel front-back contrasts because he depended so heavily on reports of French, German, and Russian
child phonology. This, coupled with the English data showing several cases of early
low-vowel front-back splits, negates his claims about the generality of the implicational splits in the vowel triangle during development, whatever may be their
status in the world’s languages.
Before dealing with the theory of child phonology, we need to alert readers
to a methodological problem, which we will return to in more detail in Section 6:
One reason that it is difficult to establish contrast in young children is the variability of their renditions of a given adult target. The variability in child production
(and also the relative unreliability of transcription of child forms, which typically
gives no better than about 80% agreement on segmental identity across transcribers) makes it difficult to judge whether, for example, Alice’s use of [pε-] for baby,
[dæ] for daddy, and [mc -] for mommy (in Appendix I, Group 1) should be taken
to reflect an intention to match the target and maintain the adult contrasts.
3. Theoretical perspectives
Our field has learned a lot in the 60 years since Kindersprache was published, but
positions on the origins of systematicity still seem to be very much dependent on
the investigator’s theoretical preferences. The basic difficulty may lie in the fact
that gradual change is inherently difficult to describe. Also, individual differences
among children as well as across languages defeat all but the loosest general statements, unless they are formulated in probabilistic terms. Furthermore, the question that we address here, namely, how best to determine whether features actually
play a role in early phonology, has rarely been raised explicitly.
What would it mean for features to be ‘artefacts of analysis’? One should not
use such a dismissive term lightly. Certainly, features are not always artefactual.
If a feature functions in ways generally taken to reflect psychological reality – for
example, if it spreads, plays a role in generalizations, or divides sounds into classes
that are treated consistently within class but differently across classes – then it may
serve as a valid descriptor in the child’s phonological system. So what can be said
now about the development of features?
3.1 The search for criteria: How may one define ‘having a feature’?
As frequent transcribers know, resorting to descriptive features is very useful
when a child’s articulatory control seems poor and transcription of segments is
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dicey, but where one may be able to say that a particular sound is, say, an anterior
stop or a low vowel. Description/transcription in terms of segments in cases like
this is over-interpretation, and necessarily introduces guessed-at segments that
can lead to inappropriate analyses; description in features is appropriately conservative. The usefulness of features in descriptions like these is neither a problem
nor a theoretical issue. The theoretical problem is whether features are units that
are learned (or inherited, developed or acquired) as such. More concretely: Does
it makes more sense to speak of a child as (a) acquiring features (or demoting
constraints against those features), (b) acquiring segments that happen to have
particular features, or (c) acquiring words that have those features?
Cristià and colleagues (Cristià & Seidl 2008; Cristià, Seidl & Francis this
volume) make an important distinction between features as distinguishers
(describing what is different between two speech sounds) and features as classifiers (describing what two or more speech sounds have in common). In our usual
thinking about adult phonology, both of these aspects of the feature are part of its
definition, but there is no a priori reason to assume that if a child can make a distinction between two sounds that we represent as being [+Feature] and [-Feature],
she can classify all the sounds belonging to the set which we would call [+Feature]
as being ‘the same’ in opposition to all those which we would call [-Feature]. As
Cristiá and her colleagues point out, for some features, classificatory ability has
been demonstrated for pre-speech children, but for features with little direct correspondence with acoustic properties, such demonstrations are largely lacking.
In addition, as regards phonological development over the first year of life, we
must take into account the developmental shifts identified by Werker and her colleagues: Early speech-sound discrimination does not guarantee later word-based
discrimination. This is true not only for the well-known case of sharply decreased
discrimination of most of the contrasts not found in the ambient language(s), such
as English-learners’ loss of the ability to distinguish voiced from murmured stops,
or velar from uvular ejectives (Werker & Tees 1984), but also for the difference
between being able to discriminate such minimal pairs perceptually and the more
stringent requirement of distinguishing them in the context of use as labels for
different referents (Stager & Werker 1997; Werker & Stager 2000). This is a task
difference that is all too familiar to the adult second-language learner, for whom
the need to not only distinguish a contrast but retain it in long-term memory may
prove an insuperable barrier to native-like production and perception.
Rather than promulgate a particular position as to when it would be reasonable to speak of ‘having’ features, we consider various patterns of early output data
that one might possibly take as criterial. We hope that this strategy will enable our
colleagues to apply their preferred criteria while making those criteria explicit,
to facilitate genuine discussion. But given the following spectrum of conceivable
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positions, we think that the data that we discuss under Section 4, below, and present in full in Appendix I are clear enough to rule out both the first (which is too
weak) and the last (which is too strong, since it is not true of adults either). For
convenience, we use expressions like ‘s/he has a feature’, but – since grammar is
inside a speaker’s head and we have no direct access to it – what we really mean is
that ‘s/he functions as if s/he had a feature’.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

If the child produces a word-like utterance, s/he has all the features needed to
describe the segments that an adult can hear in that utterance.
If the child produces a segment, s/he has all of the features involved in defining that segment
If the child produces two segments that share one or more features, s/he has
the features that they share.
If the child produces a minimal pair of word-like utterances, s/he necessarily
has the feature that separates them.2
The child has a feature only if it plays a contrastive role in minimal pairs
involving two different pairs of segments contrasting in that feature (e.g. [continuant] functions as a feature if both /p/: /f/ and /t/: /s/ contrasts are present).
The child has features only if those features are freely recombinable.

3.2  Problems with the idea of the feature as ‘unit’
One line of argument about whether a feature is a unit goes like this: For an adult,
a phone is a very tight feature bundle, a gestalt not easily decomposed. We know
this because even when the features involved are distinctive in the first language,
second language learners cannot freely re-combine them: English speakers must
work to learn to make velar fricatives, and Arabic speakers often have persistent
difficulties in differentiating English /p/ and /b/, in spite of having the voicing
contrast between other pairs of stops.
However, this observation in itself does not preclude the possibility that features are units, because they could start out being relatively independent (freely
combinable); the tight bundling into segments that is found in adults might be
something that develops over time. But does it? Or is tight bundling present from
the outset? Or might that vary across children?
Before we look at the available evidence, let us consider the logic a bit more.
In other sciences, units exist without being freely combinable: atoms are fussy
about which others they make molecules with. Units don’t have to be strictly

. With respect to [±voice], this is precisely the point at which Jacob had [b], [k], and the
alveolar /t/: /d/ contrast but not [p] and [g].
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 ierarchical: humans belong to multiple overlapping social groups. They don’t
h
have to be discrete: micro-level ecozones overlap and interpenetrate in a landscape. So if arguments about ‘being a unit’ are not to descend to the level of Is
not! Is too!, proponents of either position have to make it clear what they intend
their claim to imply. We will stipulate, then, that we are willing to call a feature a
unit for a given child if and when that child’s patterns of contrast or her patterns
of altering adult words are more effectively described in terms of features than in
terms of segments or longer units (although we recognize that there is an element
of subjectivity in judging the ‘effective’-ness of a description, so there will still be
room for debate).
3.3  Criteria based on class omission or feature spreading
How could one support the claim that a particular child is acquiring features as
opposed to segments, words or templates? We often have evidence that a group of
sounds sharing a feature are all being treated in the same way, which, as we said
above, would seem good grounds for considering that feature as a unit. Take a specific example: after his two early words beginning with /h/ (which, incidentally, were
maintained intact throughout his development), Menn’s Daniel (Danny) omitted
all initial continuant consonants, from fricatives through glides. Because Danny
did produce most of these sounds (except for the voiced fricatives and /h/) in wordfinal position, let us take it as a working assumption that he at least perceived and
therefore differentiated them as consonants-that-were-not-stops in word-initial
position. But how did he perceive them: as segments? as parts of words? or as a
natural class? It is not clear that this question can be answered, and yet only the
last choice would be equivalent to having acquired the feature [continuant]. (Even
if we were certain that he had a [continuant consonant] natural class, its precise
description would be subject to the usual debates about the particular feature(s)
that should be used to characterize it.)
Perhaps omission of all the members of a set is too weak a phenomenon to
argue from. Let us consider a stronger one: the widespread harmony constraint
against two positions of articulation in the same word CxVxCy(V) (which under
some interpretations of vocalic features – e.g. Levelt [1995] – may include the
articulation of the intervening vowel). This constraint is one of the strongest arguments for an autosegmental approach to child phonology (Menn 1978, 1983;
Macken 1995), and it has many implementations within and across children, such
as selection of only words with one place of articulation in the adult form, omission of one of the disharmonic segments (often the earliest clear manifestation of
the constraint), replacement of one of them by /h/ or glottal stop, and most dramatically although usually later, place assimilation across the intervening vowel.
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Assimilation is a form of feature spreading and is probably the best evidence
one can have for the reality of the feature that has spread. If systematic, the other
manifestations of the harmony constraint – avoidance of disharmonic forms like
cup, omission of one of the disharmonic segments, and replacement of a disharmonic supraglottal segment by a glottalic one – are of course nicely handled formally by a harmony (or a single-place-feature-per-word) constraint. But if one
takes a skeptical stance, the only thing we are sure that the child knows about
disharmonic words is that she can’t say them, or that she can’t say them unless she
gets rid of one of the supraglottal consonants. If she is systematic about which of
the supraglottal consonants she gets rid of, and the system is based on the place
of articulation (e.g. always deleting a labial if a velar is present in the same word)
rather than the position of the consonant in the word (e.g. always deleting the
final consonant in a disharmonic word), and the system applies to two or more
consonants that share a place of articulation (pick, fig, pig, big,…), then that is
good evidence for the validity of a place-featural description of the consonant that
is retained – but not for the one that is deleted. Why so? Because all that the child
may know about the deleted segment is that it does not have the same point of
articulation as the one that she retains.
Some caveats are warranted even in the case of assimilation, however. First,
the main reason that a feature-identity constraint seems preferable to a wholesegment-identity constraint (C1VC1[V]) is the fact that the two C’s may differ in
voicing. However, with the English prevoiced-to-short-lag VOT for ‘voiced’ stops
and long-lag VOT for stressed-syllable-initial voiceless ones, it is common for
all of an English-learning child’s early stops to be transcribed as voiced in wordinitial position but voiceless in word-final position (see Macken 1980; Macken &
Barton 1980 on the relatively late acquisition of voicing contrast). Children who
are young enough to have an active (as opposed to residual) consonant assimilation pattern rarely have voicing contrast in both word-initial and word-final position. Some cases of apparent same-place constraints for stops might be produced
by a same-segment constraint, coupled with onset voicing and coda devoicing,
as in Hans (Lindner)’s [gak] for gasse ‘street’ [gas6] or Menn’s Danny’s [gak] for
sock. Another difficulty for a feature-based place-assimilation rule is that for
some consonant-assimilating children, like Danny (although unlike Hans), final
/s/ escapes assimilation almost as soon as it is attested: Danny’s mouse and glasses
were [mæ~s] and [gæs].
We note finally that breaking out of the constraint typically occurs one segment
pattern at a time; labial-V-alveolar (Macken 1979) and velar-V-coronal (Menn
1971; Berman 1977) have both been reported as the first disharmonic sequence.
This makes it hard to support any more abstract or acoustic type of feature such as
grave or acute that would group places of articulation together.
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3.4  The minimal pair criterion
Some children, like Stoel-Gammon’s Daniel (Stoel-Gammon & Dunn 1985), provide little or no evidence that adult-like features or phonemes play a role in their
early words, because the contrasts among the first few words are so far from minimal. Daniel’s earliest words are wildly orthogonal to one another; at 12 months, he
had just these four:
(1)

banana

[nænæ]

(2)

light

[(d)ai]

(3)

uh-oh

[ô%ôo]

(4)

what’s that [w6sæ]

Such cases are quite common in lists of children’s first few words; see Appendix I,
Group 1, where 20 children learning one of eight languages – nearly half of our
sample – provide first-word data that resist any straightforward analysis in terms of
phonological contrast. From these examples, we derive two important implications:
First, the data afford no pre-theoretical basis for determining that the locus of lexical contrast is at any sublexical level, whether consonant features, vowel features, or
some aspect of the prosodic structure, although if one of these dimensions is taken
to have priority over the others, it may be possible to describe the words as contrasting in that dimension. Second, the child who lacks minimal or near-minimal pairs
cannot be shown to be using sublexical dimensions to facilitate the construction of
new words; nothing in her behavior indicates that she has yet succeeded in generalizing any aspect of word production from one word to the next (beyond the bare
ability to carry out phonation and articulation simultaneously).
If we were to write rules to derive these forms from adult-like targets, or
constraints to permit their emergence, we would have to use most of the features
required by a full description of English without the slightest evidence that the
child can even re-combine the segments to make other words, let alone being
able to recombine any of the features to make other phones/phonemes. In short,
features postulated as a basis for such rules or constraints are indeed artefacts of
analysis, because there is nothing in such a child’s production behavior to indicate
that he has made use of any sub-word resemblances.
At the other extreme, some children – like Virve at 10 months (Vihman
1976), Leslie at 11 months (Ferguson, Peizer & Weeks 1973), Hans at 14 months
(Lindner 1898, cited in Ferguson 1978) and Jonathan at 15 months (Braine 1974),
all of whom show tidy phonemic contrasts – seem to have tuned into features
from the start of speech. In Section 5.1 we explore further the gradient between
these extreme types of early phonology, and in Sections 3 and 5 we consider the
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theoretical problem of deciding when analysis in terms of features is justified for
a given child.
3.5  Gestural vs. feature analysis
Another important way of looking at feature-like phenomena in the acquisition of
phonological production capacity is to consider which of them might be explainable in terms of gestures and their coordination, as defined in gestural phonology
(Browman & Goldstein 1989, 1991, 1992). Gestures are movements of articulators (including the vocal folds and the velum), so place of articulation, nasality
and the vocal-fold-approximation aspect of voicing are gestures (or complexes of
gestures) as well as being features (at least in some systems). But other descriptive
features, such as [continuant] and [vocalic], are not also gestures. In Danny’s rule
deleting pre-nuclear liquids, glides, and fricatives, ‘gesture’ cannot be a candidate
for the shared property, because these sounds have no one articulatory movement
in common. So this rule has a featural or a perceptual basis but not a gestural one.
For early words, however, atomization into basic gestures is comparable to
analysis into features. The children who have the wildly orthogonal patterns seem
to have acquired a word-length complex of gestures as an unanalyzed whole; those
who have the tidy systems under a feature account have necessarily learned to
recombine or modulate their articulatory gestures. Most children follow a path
that lies between these extremes; gestures may better characterize their preferences than features, but a discussion of this here would take us too far afield.

4. Order of emergence and the effect of the ambient language
The order of emergence (of features or of phonemes) is now known to be modified
by patterns of the ambient language, so even aside from individual differences, the
invariance idea cannot be sustained in a strong form, nor can such modifications
of it as were proposed by Rice & Avery (1995; but see now Rice 2007).
The earliest ambient language effects on production have been revealed by
acoustic analyses of the vowel space sampled in the babbling of infants exposed
to British English, French, Arabic and Cantonese (at 10 months: Boysson-Bardies,
Hallé, Sagart & Durand 1989). Similar production effects are reported for prosody
(rising pitch is more common in the babbling of French than of American infants
in the age range 6–12 months: Whalen, Levitt & Wang 1991) and for consonants
(a larger proportion of labials are found in the vocalizations of 10-month-olds
exposed to English and French than in those of infants exposed to Japanese or
Swedish: Boysson-Bardies & Vihman 1991). In each case the differences reflect a
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biasing of the child’s output in the direction of the ambient language while production nevertheless remains within the expected range for infants.
Consider some cross-linguistic data relevant to an emergence story for a prosodic feature, consonant length. The differential production of geminates or long
consonants by children exposed to Finnish, with its categorical long: short contrast,
can be compared with that of infants exposed to Welsh, in which consonants are
automatically (i.e. non-contrastively) lengthened medially after a stressed syllable
falling under nuclear accent. Children exposed to Welsh actually hear more long
consonants in input speech, since lengthening is associated with the prosody of
running speech in Welsh, whereas in Finnish long consonants occur in only about
a third of the content words mothers use with their children (Vihman & Kunnari
2006). As would be predicted on the basis of frequency of exposure, then, Welsh
infants produce longer consonants on average than do Finnish infants in their babble and first words. But by the time that the children reach the end of the single
word period the situation has reversed, with the mean length of medial consonants
virtually doubling for the Finnish children, while the Welsh children show little
change from the earlier stage (Vihman 2009; Vihman & Kunnari 2006).
This can be ascribed to two factors, neither of them supported by a markedness account (which would presumably predict that geminates are learned relatively late). First, long consonants come naturally to children, whose articulation is
sluggish; second, the geminates in adult speech, when lexically licensed, are highly
salient (Vihman & Croft 2007). Once one or two of the common words with geminates (such as Finnish anna ‘give’, kukka ‘flower’, loppu ‘finished, all done’, pallo
‘ball’, tyttö ‘girl’) have been produced, production as well as perception experience will lend further salience to words with long medial consonants in Finnish
despite their relatively low overall frequency of occurrence in the input speech
stream. That salience can be considered to be due to ‘top-down’ (cognitive, lexical)
processing in contrast to the ‘bottom-up’ or purely ‘signal-based’ salience of long
medial consonants in a language like Welsh, where they occur more frequently
due to their function as phonetic markers of accent. Thus we find that with lexical
advance the Finnish children begin to show the bipolar pattern of the adult language, but with overproduction of geminates in comparison with the adult model.
Ambient language frequency effects are also documented for fricatives and
liquids: They both tend to occur in early words in French, which has 21% liquids
in running speech and also 21% prevocalic fricatives in content words, but not in
English, which has 16% incidence of each (Vihman & Boysson-Bardies 1994); see
also Pye et al. (1987) for liquids in Quiché (K’iché Mayan).
An ambient-language phenomenon that is even more troublesome for some
acquisition theories is the loss, within the single word period, of an early sound
for which the ambient language gives little or no support. Consider [h], a phone
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whose featural description itself has often been a matter of contention. Although
this sound occurs very marginally in adult French, it was produced to as great
an extent by prelinguistic French babies as by the English, Japanese and Swedish
babies participating in one study (with five infants in each group). However, only
the English and Japanese babies, more than 10% of whose word targets included
onset /h/, continued to include [h] in their word forms by the end of the single
word period (Vihman 1992).

5. Our proposal: Features as emergents from first words
5.1 M
 icro-level analysis of features in a first typological gradient:
Continuum in evidence for feature use in first words
We have suggested that the simplest argument against features as primitives is the
large proportion of children whose early words differ from one another by multiple
contrasts, sometimes by all of the factors of consonant position, consonant manner, vowel choice, and prosodic structure. As we noted for Stoel-Gammon & Dunn
(1985)’s Daniel, in examples (1) to (4), above, each word is a thing unto itself, with
little or nothing – neither features nor segments – carrying over from one word to
the next. We have also noted that there are children like Ferguson et al.’s Leslie at
the opposite extreme: each word in their first six is a member of a minimal pair.
Overall, when we look over a reasonable-sized set of child data, we find a complete
gradient of early phonologies from the ‘each word unique’ extreme to its opposite – a gradient from ‘maximal dispersion’ children like Stoel-Gammon’s Daniel to
‘maximal use of distinctive features’ children like Ferguson et al.’s Leslie.
Appendix I provides an informal typology of this gradient of the first four
to six word attempts for children speaking Dutch (N = 2), Estonian (4), Finnish
(3), French (4), German (3), Italian (4), Japanese (5), Swedish (3) and Welsh (2)
in addition to English (1 UK, 16 US); this includes the 27 children in Vihman
1996, Appendix B, plus any other children whose data were readily available to us.
Appendix I divides the children into four groups, based on the orderliness or evidence for feature use provided by the child’s first word forms. Children are listed
by age at first words within each group, while words are listed alphabetically; finer
temporal ordering information is available in some but not all cases.
Group 1 includes only children who lack minimal pairs entirely and whose
words seem to contrast along multiple dimensions, like Stoel-Gammon’s Daniel,
who is by no means the most extreme. In each case the child seems to have learned
each word as an unrelated item, with little or no reliance on similarity of onsets
or vocalic nuclei. In Group 1a (N = 4) the children show little if any reuse of
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s egments and have no near-minimal pairs. Groups 1b and 1c show progressively
more repeated use of segments and near-minimal pairs. Note that, if we give equal
weight to a second (stressed) syllable, Stoel-Gammon’s Daniel now looks relatively
systematic, compared to the other 19 children of Group 1.
Group 2 data (N = 8 children) suggest contrast along two or three dimensions,
based on repeated use of one or two segments in the same phonetic context but
with no minimal pairs or too much variability to establish contrast rigorously.
Group 3 is the first in our typology to show minimal pairs based on rigorous
criteria. These children look as if they were working with a recognizable phonology from early on. Group 3a children (N = 8) elaborate single vowel contrasts first.
(Note, among these, the number who do not start with either a high – low or a
high back – high front split, the vowel contrasts that Jakobson predicted would be
first.) Group 3b children (N = 8) elaborate consonant contrasts first or alongside
vowel contrasts. Group 3c includes only one child, Braine’s Jonathan, who takes
one consonant as an anchor and builds his vocabulary by elaborating his vowel
system quite systematically.
Group 4 includes only three children; these are the truly impressive systematizers, who provide the best evidence we can find of clear featural organization, based
on the child’s use of two or more minimal pairs. This provides a valuable benchmark for assessing feature use, but although the three children were learning three
different languages and began their word learning at three different points in time
(with Virve and Leslie getting a start within the first year while Hans began at 14
months), the one thing shared by these data – and also by those of the only child
in Group 3c – should give us pause: All of them derive from diary studies, unsupported by either recordings or acoustic analysis. The variability we see in the first
word forms of children whose data were audio-recorded (see Section 6), suggests
that the Group 4 word lists may reflect the (unintentional) tidying up of data by
linguist parents or, in the case of Leslie Weeks, a linguist grandparent. This does not
invalidate them completely, but it must cast some doubt on their generalizability.
An instructive contrast is provided by the case of another diary account, conducted this time by not one but two academic parents – namely, the remarkable
study by Labov and Labov (1978), who exhaustively transcribed the speech of their
fifth child, Jessie, for her first six months of identifiable word use. Here, the contrast between the first two long-lasting words was initially multidimensional: the
words differ in consonantal nasality, glottality, and voicing, and over time, drew
further apart in vowels (a low front vs. low central opposition, very unlike the pattern of the world’s languages) and in number of syllables.
We have not, of course, exhausted the possible ways of supporting featurebased analysis of early child words; there are no doubt many viable arguments,
and as we will see in Section 5.2, there will be correspondingly more of them for
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c hildren past the initial word-learning period, as more systematic phonology
begins to emerge from the earliest whole-word production (based on lexical or
item-learning). Data-rich studies since the early 1970s, however, support only
some kind of gesture and some kind of long unit (whole-word or motor-sequence)
as a viable early descriptor for most children’s first word forms; we will not repeat
those arguments here, but refer readers to Menn 1983; Waterson 1978; Macken
1995; Vihman 1996, Vihman & Croft 2007, Vihman and Vihman, in press, and
the data in Appendix I. This point has now been recognized by some OT acquisitionists (e.g. Fikkert & Levelt 2006, who also note the relative accuracy of place of
articulation of early words and describe the emergence of constraints from early
lexicons in their data set).
5.2  T
 ransition to a more orderly state: The emergence
of phonological structure
A general observation is that at some point between the use of 30 and 70 different
adult-based words, based on a diary record, or after the use of 25 or more different
spontaneous words in a recorded half-hour free play session in the home (the ‘25
word point’ in longitudinal studies: Vihman & Miller 1988), the mappings from
adult to child forms may become more regular, the child’s own forms may become
more similar, and the rate of production of new words is likely to increase. Vihman
and Velleman characterize some aspects of the evidence for emergent systematicity in this period: “When…the child begins to exhibit consistent patterning in the
production of different adult words, including the distortion of some words to fit
them into the child’s individual production template, we identify this as the first
evidence of phonological organization” (2000a, p. 312). That is, it now becomes
critical to consider both the child’s match to target (or lack of it) and the regularity
or apparent systematicity of the word forms she produces. Vihman and Velleman
(2000b) use the terms ‘selected’ (for words that show a good match to target and
thus seem to be ‘selected’ for their pronounceability within the limits of the child’s
vocal resources) and ‘adapted’ (for words that are formally similar to the ‘selected’
words but that show striking deviations from the adult target; see also Vihman &
Croft 2007).
Glossing over some details and exceptions, this trend is clear enough to make
the basic question urgent: How do the children whose first five to ten words seem
to go off in all directions become more systematic? And how does this increasing
systematicity relate to the emergence of features?
There are several aspects of phonological systematicity to consider, not all of
which need develop simultaneously. Here we identify three: emergent evidence for
analysis into segments, systematicity in the mapping, and structural systematicity.
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We consider the relationship of each of these to the emergence of features and the
ways in which the different manifestations of systematicity are themselves related.
Fortunately, ample published materials and discussions have long been available to
support this comparison (e.g. Waterson 1971, 1978; Menn 1971, 1976/78; Priestly
1977; Macken 1978, 1979). For the purposes of illustration we will here focus
mostly on data from Danny (Menn 1971) and Jacob (Menn 1976/78).
The three aspects of systematicity that we consider are interrelated, but only
in indirect ways. Their histories vary, depending on the extent to which the individual child is a ‘selecter’, like Menn’s Jacob – that is, a child who generally maintains the early preference for saying words that s/he can closely approximate, or an
‘adapter’, like Danny, whose heavy use of consonant harmony led to a sharp spurt
in expressive vocabulary.
A. Analysis into segments: Minimal pairs are increasingly in evidence as the child
comes to combine consonants and vowels more freely and generally increases the
number of output word types. This advance supports analysis into segments and
also analysis into features (subject to the questions about possible ‘long units’ that
also apply to adult language). In an autosegmental framework, Macken (1992)
considers much of this to reflect the development of planar segregation.
Data: Jacob shows two probable minimal pairs by the point at which he has
produced 8 different words, in spite of token variation. The pairs contrast
[±nasal] in ‘no’ vs. ‘toast’ [n%˜˜˜], [ŋε%]/[dœ%] and contrast [±round] in ‘there’
vs. ‘toast’ [dc], [d%m], [d%h], [dε], [dæ]/ [dœ%]; unfortunately, there is only one
tape-recorded token of ‘toast’ this early. Danny at 10 words contrasts [±nasal]
in ‘banana’ [næ] vs. ‘Daddy’ [dæ] and at 19 words shows [±continuant] when
his new word ‘giraffe’ [wæf] contrasts with ‘pacifier’ [bæf].
But analysis into features and analysis into segments may develop separately,
as we have been arguing. We will return to this topic below, in our concluding
section, and we give just one more illustration here: Jacob at almost 70 words of
active vocabulary had fairly free combination of C and V in CV syllables, and a
syllable-initial d/t voicing contrast for alveolar place, but at labial place he had
only [b], and at velar, only [k]. So a segmental analysis is well supported but a featural analysis is not. Optimality Theory can describe a configuration like this with
the right ordering of markedness constraints against segments and features, but it
would not predict that segments would become well-defined before features do.
B. Systematicity in the mapping from targets: The mappings between a child’s word
and its adult target become less idiosyncratic and more amenable to description
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by rules or constraints. For Danny, an ‘adapter’ with a strong and rule-governed
pattern (except when his two place assimilation rules conflict), mapping systematicity seems to increase as structural systematicity increases. But for Jacob, an
almost pure ‘selecter’ until quite late in his vocabulary growth (and never a strong
adapter), mapping was loosely systematic from the beginning, basically being a
matter of approximating the adult target. And for Waterson’s son, an ‘adapter’ but
a template-matcher rather than a rule-user, systematic mapping must have been
impossible until segmental organization began to supersede his idiosyncratic templates (cf. also Si, Macken 1979).
Features seem to be needed for describing this emergent systematicity in mapping from the adult form to the child’s form, but as always, the features we use to
write rules or constraints to describe the mapping may not be those used by the
child. For example, when Danny – beginning with light at 10 words – starts to
systematically omit all onset glides, liquids, and fricatives (except his fossilized
earliest [h]’s in hi and hello) but not nasal or oral stops, there is a choice of features
to use to describe this rule/markedness constraint elevation (which was probably
his first move away from selection). Depending on your preferred feature system, glides + liquids + fricatives may or may not constitute a natural class. Danny
appears to have unified them, so if we impute an underlying feature system to his
observable behavior, we could set up a feature set in which these sounds group
together, say, [-vocalic, +continuous]. (If one’s theory dictates a universal feature
set, that might limit the freedom to follow a child’s behavior in this way, but if one
takes an emergentist stance, there is no such limitation.)
C. Structural systematicity: We find clearer organization into templates (or sets of
canonical forms), or a growing core of words that resemble one another, although
‘marginal’ forms generally remain (the child’s grammar leaks).

Data: For Danny, this organizational advance seems tightly connected with the
abrupt onset of consonant assimilation at 30 words; for Jacob, it is a very gradual evolution from the beginning of his speech, because his early output divides
clearly into two classes: his two complex targets, thank you and Jacob, which
were almost always produced as two syllables with extraordinary consonant
and vowel variation, and his increasing set of simple targets, produced as CV
monosyllables beginning with his second word, toast, and expanding slightly
to CVn. For Waterson’s son P, structural systematization into templates like
〈\V\V〉 (used for Randall, window, finger…) follows a period of slow wholeword learning, and seems well in advance of analysis into segments.
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The properties of words that affect which canonical forms they are assigned
to may be prosodic, segmental, or – as in Jacob’s case – both (cf. also the data in
Priestly 1977, where the child’s choice of target consonants to include in his fixed
CVjVC template provides a parlor game for phonologists). Similar analytic challenges can be found in the ‘long word’ harmony patterns arrived at by Laura [Lleó
1990] and Virve [Vihman 1978]; both are summarized in Vihman (1996, ch. 9). To
the extent that these properties can be described in terms of phonological features,
they are evidence for those features as distinguishers, as in Cristiá et al. (2008).
Over time, as consonants with different places of articulation start to co-occur
in the same word, organization into segments overtakes a child’s templates, which
weaken or fade to the point where they simply reflect the phonotactic patterns of
the ambient language (Priestly 1977; Waterson 1978; Macken 1979; Oliveira 2008;
Vihman & Vihman in press).
One additional aspect of systematicity, language specificity, does not seem to be
linked to the three that we have focused on here, because the effects of the phonotactic patterns of different ambient languages become evident at different times –
depending on the level of challenge posed by those patterns for infants and also
on the notable individual differences across children (e.g. some children acquiring
languages with closed syllables show them quite early, others quite late: Vihman &
Boysson-Bardies 1994).

Data: Danny has several real closed syllables by 13–14 words ([æp] ‘apple’,
[gæk] ‘cracker’); Jacob has a fairly decent final [n] after a couple of weeks of saying down as his sixth word; but weekly observations of Timmy (Vihman 1996,
Appendix C), also acquiring English, showed that he was barely beginning to
produce a final nasal at the 25-word point, which, as noted above, corresponds
to a cumulative lexicon of about 50–70 words.

6. Variability based on recordings
For most of the children for whom we have transcriptions based on intensive
audio recordings (such as those in Appendix II), we see that phonetic systematicity emerges gradually (but not necessarily monotonically): The range of variation in the way an adult phonetic target is realized is gradually reduced. In some
cases, it seems as though another type of systematicity also needs to emerge: the
range of variability needs to become more standard from one word to the next,
so that it becomes justifiable to speak of phones that are comparable across words
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(Ferguson & Farwell 1975). Emergence of phones in this sense is still a problematic area to study, because it requires recording multiple tokens of a number of
phonologically similar words. This is the only way that we can establish whether
or not a speech sound is stable when it recurs in different lexical items. Two of
the three densest available data sets – the 1977 reprint of Ferguson and Farwell
(1975), which includes the appendix omitted from the published version in Language, and the appendix of Menn (1976/78) – probably cannot sustain the statistical analysis necessary for rigorous support of the claim that the variation in
the phonetic forms of the early words is lexical rather than random. For example,
the Jacob corpus for the period 12;8–14;21 has 18 tokens of down with a wide
range of vowels and, in the same time frame, four tokens of (a)round with a much
smaller range. Some kind of statistical test is needed to know whether the [æ~]
of down was intended as the same phone as the [æ~] of (a)round, because the
apparent difference in range could simply be due to our having a smaller sample
for (a)round. The raw data for Labov and Labov (1978) are probably the only longitudinal data set that could support an analysis capable of distinguishing lexical
from random variation.
However, let us consider variability as we typically find it. Appendix II presents the first recorded words of nine children acquiring UK English in York, with
all of their variant forms. The words are drawn from the first session in which
the children, who were recorded one to four times a month from 9 to 18 months,
produced four or more identifiable words spontaneously (but no more than six
words: for the purposes of comparison with the ‘first words’ listed in Appendix I,
many of them from diary studies, we exclude here children whose first recorded
session with as many as four identifiable words already had seven or more such
words).3 The extent of variability differs from one child to the next but is consistently higher than the variation in published diary studies (where a single form
is often provided for each word) or even in published accounts of observational
studies based on recording and transcription. Let us see what kind of evidence of
feature use might be obtained from these children’s data.
The youngest of the nine children to produce four adult-based words in a
recorded session, Ella (11 months), uses no supraglottal consonants with any
consistency. Her three proper names seem to be only insecurely distinguished
from one another: The core of all three is a VjV sequence, but a vagrant [n]

. We exclude onomatopoeia lacking a conventional and stable adult target form. Only
words produced one or more times spontaneously are included, but imitated tokens are also
shown for those words, to provide as complete a picture as possible of the extent of each child’s
variability.
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makes its way into tokens of both Eva and William, though not of Amelia –
which, on the other hand, has no disyllabic tokens, unlike the other two, suggesting a distinct prosodic representation at least. Hat and hiya make use of
glottals only, while one token of hello as well as two tokens of row row include an
approximant ‘r’. At 13 months Flora, similarly, has two words based on glides or
glottals, while her other words (actually homonyms used for four adult words,
oh dear, star, ta ‘thanks’ and there) share an onset [t] but differ in prosodic shape.
Leila, at 14 months, uses different supraglottal consonants in each of her words
but has nothing approaching a minimal or near-minimal pair, since the prosodic
shapes for each word are also distinct. Finally, Patrick, at 16 months, uses completely different sounds in each of the words he attempts (‘maximal dispersion’
again). None of these children show any sign of feature-based organization or
knowledge.
Rachel, 14 months, targets and/or produces fricatives in three of her first four
recorded words; there is no evidence that the word forms are interrelated in any
systematic way. In contrast, Lewis, age 15 months, makes repeated use of velars
in two of his words – both of them with velar targets – and [d] in the remaining
three words. Here again there are no minimal pairs, although there is more than
a suggestion of interword relationships or ‘cross-talk’ (Menn & Matthei 1992):
The occurrence of an otiose velar coda in all gone suggests item-contamination or
blending, since clock has the target velar at both onset and coda; similarly, the vacillation between coda [s] and [t] for duck suggests a possible influence of this and
that, as the child explores ways to deal with the classic difficulty posed by differing
stop articulations in a single word shape.
Rosie, 15 months, has a simple reduplicative pattern for all of the words she
attempts with supraglottal consonants, mummy, teddy and tractor; there is no real
contrast, however, and one might predict an imminent merger of the latter two
words. The variability shown by Tania, 17 months, in her productions of book with
[b], [v] and [w] while byebye varies only between voiced and voiceless tokens, is
reminiscent of the data that prompted Ferguson and Farwell’s ‘phone tree’ analysis,
designed to show the independent variability of the same consonant in different
lexical contexts. Finally, Tobias, also 17 months old at the ‘4-word-point’, shows a
wide range of variant tokens for baby and a near-minimal pair to some of them
in his productions of digger; his remaining words show re-use of some vowels but
little between-word similarity otherwise.
What is the source of this quite considerable within-word variability across
different tokens – within a single 30-minute recording session? Although the first
answer that may spring to mind is articulatory or motoric immaturity, this would
be more plausible if we saw even a hint of an age effect in the eight-month age-range
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represented by the nine children, but we do not. The sources of this variability
remain open to speculation but probably include variability in the input, instability
in the speech production process – in motor planning as well as in control – and
other factors relating to infant perception, attention and memory. We conclude,
with Thelen and Smith (1994), that variability in production is part and parcel of
the developmental process, wherever one looks at individuals over time rather than
at groups. In fact, rather than expecting to see a steady fall in variability and rise in
accuracy over the single word period, the evidence suggests non-linear trends in
both of these dimensions of production. Here again, we should not be surprised,
since ‘controlled variability stands as the source of new forms in both real [i.e.
‘on-line’] and ontogenetic time’ (Thelen & Smith 1994, p. 134). Thelen and Smith
remark further that ‘in self-organization, the system selects or is attracted to one
preferred configuration out of many possible states, but behavioral variability is an
essential precursor (“order out of chaos”)’ (p. 55f.; emphasis in original), and finally,
that ‘infants’ individual actions in context are the very stuff of development…[they]
are selected as categories of knowledge from exploration of the inherent variability
and noise of a biological system’. (p. 247)
In fact, at least one longitudinal case study, supported by acoustic analysis, was
able to demonstrate a relationship between the increase in variability in a child’s
word forms and the move to a new ‘attractor state’ – specifically, the emergence
of a child-based production pattern (‘canonical form’ or ‘template’), which then
stabilized production and facilitated new lexical learning for some period of time
(Vihman & Velleman 1989; cf. also Vihman et al. 1994).
7. Concluding reflections: The forest and the trees
In this paper we have attempted to look squarely at the complexity of both theory
and data bearing on the question of the initial stages of the development of features in children’s speech production. There was no way to do this without getting
down to the details – but what general conclusions can we draw now? Let us summarize what we have (and have not) accomplished.
First, we have not tried to define what it means for a child to ‘acquire a feature’; instead, we have offered a way to understand the complexity of the notion of
feature acquisition.
Second, we have offered a sample of the evidence on which we base our
empiricist/emergentist stance; useful contrasting positions can be found in, e.g.
Fikkert (1994), Macken (1995), Lohuis-Weber and Zonneveld (1996), Demuth,
Culbertson and Alter (2006). Unlike these colleagues, we posit no stages: Note
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that the ‘4-word point’ is merely a heuristic designed to identify the relatively
secure start of word use.4 For any given child, postulation of a ‘stage’ should imply
simultaneous advances on several fronts, whether reflecting qualitative reorganization due to an underlying cognitive shift, Universal Grammar-based parameter-setting, or something else entirely, but ‘the boundaries of progressive stages are
equally blurred by seeming regressions in performance and losses of previously
well-established behaviors’ (Thelen & Smith 1994, p. xvii [emphasis in original],
speaking not of child phonology but of general principles of development).
Third, then, we argue against the notion that there are universal stages that
might apply to all children, or even just to those learning a common language; the
data that we have presented here may be sufficient to indicate why. Instead, we see
each child as gaining knowledge, first, from distributional learning of many kinds
in the period before the production of the first (recognized) words, and then additionally, in the period that we have focused on here, from the words s/he is using,
out of which both units and patterns are gradually induced. Although we have
spoken of ‘selecters’ and ‘adapters’, a child may vary in the extent to which s/he
uses each strategy over time, perhaps because both vocal and perceptual resources
change, as well as the child’s cumulative lexical and phonological knowledge; all of
these necessarily change the problem space for the child.
An emergentist position such as ours does not entail reducing universal tendencies to perception and articulation alone; grammar is clearly a matter of mental organization and is ultimately determined by the way the brain handles large
quantities of complex and noisy data. Reduction to peripheral processing is especially untenable in the light of increasing evidence for top-down interaction with
processing even in systems classically considered to be the most hard-wired (Li,
Piëch & Gilbert 2004).
Fourth, we have tried to get closer to a concrete understanding of what it means
for a phonological system to emerge (though we do not claim to have arrived at
this point yet) and to present coherent arguments as to why phonology should be
considered to emerge from its precursors. In development, nothing comes from
nothing. If a researcher wants to call a particular apparent level of phonological
(dis)organization pre-phonological rather than, say, pre-systematic, that is probably harmless – just so long as that researcher then takes the trouble to define what
would be required for a system to qualify as phonological. The important general

. Here again Labov & Labov (1978) is instructive: Jessie produced only two words consistently over the six-month period on which they report, although several other words appeared
very ephemerally; it is unclear whether a ‘4-word point’ might have been identified based on
a single half-hour recording made at any time during that period.
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point about phonological emergence is this: Fine-grained data show that the discontinuities of system-making are little ones: local, not global (this is the essential
burden of Thelen and Smith’s developmental model). And they need line up neatly
neither with one another nor with other cognitive or developmental milestones.
We cannot rule out dramatic invisible underlying changes, of course, but we hope
that our focus on what is observable makes it clear what kind of thing would have
to be postulated as intervening between any such invisible level and what can be
observed. What we do observe is that, in a given child, the evidence for features,
segments, and phonological organization accumulates incrementally. Phonological distinctions will propagate through different children’s vocabularies in different ways, depending, we suggest, on the relevant aspects of structure that the child
has already induced at each point in time.
We have presented so much data about variation that a reader might conclude that child phonology is a chaotic jungle, incapable of penetration by
phonological theory: within child from moment to moment (token variation),
within child over longer time intervals (developmental variation), and across
children (individual variation, both within and across languages). We admit that
it appears inhospitable, but this chaotic system, like many, does settle, albeit
locally, lumpily, and gradually, into relatively stable and comprehensible systems
at all levels.
On the time scale of a session or a week, we suggest that variation from token
to token, in line with ideas proposed by Thelen & Smith (1994) and Blevins (2004),
is like genetic variation: it provides a substrate from which selection can choose the
most successful variants. Success is not a simple metric, however; tension among
its several dimensions – including at least communicative effectiveness, perceived
match to remembered adult target, and articulatory reproducibility – probably
has much to do with the messiness of the token-level data that keeps turning up
whenever we have multiple audio-recorded tokens of a given word.
On the developmental time scale, extending well beyond the initial period
of word production that we have detailed in this paper, we see the emergence of
phonology: the gradual systematization of various-sized portions of the lexicon,
as described in the bulk of the child phonology literature since 1970. For 90% of
the children in our sample, phonological features gradually emerge after the initial
words are produced, under the four reasonable versions of the six criteria that we
set out in Section 3.1. If features are used to describe the sets of words produced by
the children in our first few groups, where there are no similarities from one word
to the next, they are indeed artefacts of description, but features used to describe
our most systematic children seem to be as well justified as they are for any adult
corpus (with the caveat, again, that we have no recordings against which to verify
those well-behaved transcriptions).
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Are features inherent? (We are deliberately avoiding the word innate.) We
have argued that they are the result of an intricate interplay between the auditoryacoustic input signal (with its variations across speakers and noise conditions as
well as across languages and cultures), the child’s developing cognitive capacity
(which induces system, yet also retains cumulative auditory statistical information
about input tokens – not raw, but as perceived – plus multisensory statistical information about output tokens), and articulatory capacities, which also develop over
time. Yes, of course they are inherent (biologically grounded, as opposed to arbitrary) – but as emergents of this complex chaotic system, not as pre-experiential
cognitive givens. We claim that they become part of a mental grammar as they are
discovered by the speaker, becoming more and more fully realized as they come
to be more stably represented in production. There may be theoretical elegance in
holding otherwise, but there is (at least so far) no good evidence for it.

Appendix I. First words
The convention often used for English – use of voiced stop symbols to represent unaspirated
voiceless stops – is not followed here. Voiceless stop symbols are meant to reflect 0 VOT, more
or less, with use of voiced stops for pre-voicing and a raised [h] for perceptible voicing lag. However, for data taken directly from sources that do not mention aspiration in languages that have
allophonic aspiration of voiceless stops, the VOT value of initial stops transcribed as voiceless
is unknown.

Group 1.

No minimal pairs

1a. Maximal dispersion: no minimal or near-minimal pairs; no clear reuse of syllables or segments across items.
Alice (Vihman, Velleman & McCune 1994): American English, 9–10 months
[beIbi]

baby

[pεpε:], [tεIti:]

[dædi]

daddy

[dæ]

[hcI]

hi

[hc:i:], [ôc:jε], [hcIje] [haIj%]…

[mcmi]

mommy

[mÀ :cn:6]

[no~]

no

[njæ̃]

Joel (Savinainen-Makkonen 2007): Finnish, 13–15 months
heihei [heihei]

bye-bye

[eiei]

anna [cn:c]

give

[cn:c]

äiti [æiti]

mother

[æti]

loppu [lop:u]

allgone

[6p:u]

vettä [υet:æ]

water (partitive singular)

[et:æ]
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Taro (Vihman unpublished data): Japanese, 14–15 months
[bY:bY:]

car (nursery word)

[βe:βI:], [6βe:βI:]

[hait:a]

we got it, it’s gone in

[t%:t6ô], [d%:tã]

[ija]

no

[Ijæô], [ijY:], [Ĩ:j6̃]

[joi∫:o]

oof!

[∫®I], [∫®Iô∫ ®i∫®fô], [∫®I∫®f]

[tsYita]

(switched) on

[cid:æô]

Haruo (Vihman unpublished data): Japanese, 15 months
[hait:a]

we got it, it’s gone in

[h%t:ha:], [at:a], [hatha]

[goqogoqo]

sound of rolling object

[>hfsŸ>f:], [>6>6], [>6sŸ6sŸ6::]

[kYk:Y]

shoe(s)

[mim:i]
milk (request drink)
		
[naInaI]

all gone, no-no

[k6k:6]
[mεIβI:ô], [mε:βIô], [memεô], [wε:wεô],
[me:meô], [mimiô]
[n6ô], [n6ônaje], [njæôjæo]

1b. Moderate differentiation: Some reuse of segments across items, or near-minimal pairs
s uggesting possible contrast.
Molly (Vihman & Velleman 1989): American English, 10–11 months
Reuse of initial labials.
[beIbi]
[k®pæk6p]
[mu::]
[ncIôncIt]

baby
cracker
moo
night-night

[bæpæ]
[pckæ], [kwc], [wæhk], [pækwc], [k%k]
[meôje]
[h%n:%], [no~næ]

Anna (Keren-Portnoy et al. 2009): Italian, 10–13 months
 ear-minimal pairs contrasting labial/alveolar place ([be], [den]), front/back mid vowels
N
([be], [bom]), and oral/nasal stops ([bom], [mam]).
bambola
bebè
caffè
cavallo
dindon
mamma

doll
baby
coffee
horse
ding-dong (bells)
mama

[bombœ]
[bebε]
[kakε]
[kak:o]
[dende]
[mam:a]

Joan (Velten 1943): American English, 11–12 months
Repeated use of [ba] and [za]; no near-minimal pairs.
[bæ]], [bcò6l]
[b%s], [bcks]
[p~òfn]
[ðæt]
[%p]

bang, bottle
bus, box
put on
that
up

[ba]
[bas]
[baza], [ba:za]
[za]
[ap]
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Sean (Vihman & Kunnari 2006): American English, 12 months
 ear-minimal pairs contrasting front and central low vowels ([dæ:], [tak]) and mid -low
N
front vowels ([tak], [tεh]).
[clgfn]

allgone

[ôfdæ:]

[bu:]

boo

[p~]

[dcg]

dog

[tak]

[tIk]

tick

[tεh], [tIô], [t®I], [t~® t]

[w~f]

woof

[wυ], [ôυô], [ôoυ]

Fflur (Vihman & Kunnari 2006): Welsh, 13 months
 ear-minimal pairs contrasting three places in stops, stop-nasal at alveolar place and
N
stop-glide at labial place ([ba], [da], [ga]; [da], [na]; [ba], [wa]) – but with too much withinword variability to consider any contrast as properly established.
agor [agcr]

open

[g6ga], [gag:a]

blodyn [blddIn]

flower

[ôεb6], [b6ba], [b6~wa]

ceg [kεg]

mouth

[gag], [gε:g]

golau [gdla]

lights

[ba~wa], [ô%wa]

na [na]

no

[na:], [\a]

sannau [sana]

socks

[d6n6]

sgidie [sgidŠε], [sgidijε]

shoes

[g6ga], [dadæ], [dada]

Maarja (Vihman & Vihman in press): Estonian-English bilingual, 12–14 months
 ear-minimal pair contrasting voicing ([tæh], [dæ:]), based on diary transcription; reuse
N
of diphthong [ai].
[aiÁtæh], [tæh]

aitäh [aIÁtæh]

thanks

auh-auh [auhÁauh], aua [Áaua]

bowwow; doggy (nursery word)
[wcwcwc], [wυwυwυ] (growly)

[Ádædi]

daddy (English)

[dæ:], [dæ | i:]

kuku [kuku]/uh-oh [%ôo]

peek-a-boo, uh-oh (English)

[uôu:], [%ô%:],

		
mõmm-mõmm [m?m:m?m:], mõmmi [m?m:i]

[ôo], even [mÀ ômÀ :]
teddy (nursery word)
[m?m:m?m:], [m?m:i]

nice (petting and patting word)

pai [paI]

[ôaI], [daI]

Raivo (Vihman & Gathercole, in prep.): Estonian-English bilingual, 13–14 months
 pparent near-minimal pair, but with mismatch to vowels in target [ta] for /-tæh/ vs. [pæ],
A
[bæ] for /paˆ/); reuse of [b] and syllabic fricatives, based on diary transcription.
aitäh [aIÁtæh]

thanks

[ta], [taô]

ei [eI]

no

[ei]

pall [paˆ]

ball

[bæ], [pæ]
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pömm [pɤm]

boom

[bmÀ ]

shoe [∫u]

(English)

[∫], [ç]

viska [viska] (+ vesi [vεsi])

throw

[is], [iS], [SÀ], [sÀ ]

Kazuko (Vihman unpublished data): Japanese, 13 months
 ear-minimal pair contrasting labial stop and glide ([pa], [wa]), with a (syllable-level)
N
voicing contrast as well.
[phc®], [buæ̃], [phc̃]

[baŋ], [bã]

bang

[bY:]

car sound

[βYY::]

[nen:e]

sleep (nursery word)

[næn:ε], [næ:nε::]

[wãwã]

doggie

[wc:wc], [uwc:wc], [wc:w:c]

Nina (Keren-Portnoy et al. 2009): Italian, 13–18 months
Reuse of labials.
baubau

bow-wow

mio

mine

[mio]

mamma

mama

[mem]

zia

aunt

[ia]

caffè

coffee

[aε]

[ba:Ába:]

Daniel (Danny) (Menn 1971): American English, 20 months
 e phonetic variability of forms for byebye means that contrast between those disyllabic
Th
forms and the monosyllable form for squirrel is best viewed as prosodic, not segmental.
Diary study, no tape recording.
[g~bcI], [bcIbcI]

goodbye, byebye

[bæbæ, baba, gægæ]

[hεlo~]

hello

[hwo~]

[hcI]

hi

[hæ, haI]

[no~]

no

[ono, no, nu]

[no~z]

nose

[o]

[skw6pÀl]

squirrel

[gæ, go~]

1c. Greater differentiation: More use of repeated segments or syllables, or contrasting syllables –
but still no minimal pairs
Laurent (Vihman 1993): French, 10 months
Reuse of the syllable [ljo]; near-minimal contrast at alveolar place.
allo [alo]

hello

[hailo], [ailo], [haljo], [aljo], [alo]

donne (le) [d%nlø]

give (it)

[dl6], [d6], [ldε], [heldf]

l’eau-l’eau [lolo]

bottle (nursery word)

[ljoljo]

non [nf̃]

no

[ne]

tiens [tjε̃]

here, take it

[ta]
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Daniel (Stoel-Gammon & Dunn 1985): American English, 12 months
Nasal/fricative contrast in second syllable (stressed in target).
[b6næn6]

banana

[lcIt]

light

[ai], [dai]

[ô%ôo~]

uh-oh

[ô%ôo]

[w+sðæt]

what’s that

*[wәsæ]

*[nænæ]

Noël (Vihman & Gathercole, in prep.): French, 13 months
Reuse of onset [p], coda [m].
coucou [kuku]

peek-a-boo

[t6t6]

miam [mjcm]

yum

[ôam], [ô%m]

papa [papa]

papa

[pæpæ]

poum [pum]

boom

[pf̃m]

Elen (Vihman & Gathercole, in prep.): Welsh, 13–14 months
Reuse of [d] and [g].
[t∫ut∫u]

choochoo

[t∫~t∫~6], [th%th%]

gogalw [gogalu]

bird (family word)

[gak:u]

[kwækkwæk]

quack-quack

[g6gdg]

[sIt]

sit (said to dog)

[shIt], [s:Ih], [sI:t]

tân [tha:n]

fire

[dha:]

tata [tata]

bye-bye

[dId6]

Eelis (Vihman & Gathercole, in prep.): Finnish, 18–19 months
Some reuse of both vowels and consonants.
äiti [æiti]

mother

[æiti:]

anna [an:a]

give

[an:a], [æn:æ]

ei [ei]

no

[ei]

heppa [hεp:a]

horsie

[bap:a]

kiikkuu [ki:k:u:]

swinging

[kik:u], [ka:k:u]

kukka [kuk:a]

flower

[ka], [kak:i]

Joost (Lohuis-Weber & Zonneveld 1996): Dutch, 20–21 months
Reuse of [k]; contrast of coda [p], [k]; near-minimal pair [pa]/[mf].
kikker

frog

[kI]

klok

clock

[kfk]

mond

mouth

[mf]

paard

horse

[pa]

stop

stop

[tfp]
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Group 2. Systematic building from two places of articulation; no true
minimal pairs
Hildegard (Leopold 1939): German-English bilingual, 10–12 months
 euse of labials and alveolars; near-minimal pair contrasting high/mid vowels at
R
alveolar place.
[bfl], Balle [bal6]; [opa]

ball (Eng., German), grandfather

[pc®]

[pcpc]

papa

[pc®pc®]

[pp®Iti]

pretty

[tpr® t®i]

[ðε6p], da [da]

there (Eng., German)

[dε:]

Ticktack [tIktck]

ticktock

[tIta]

Luca (Keren-Portnoy et al. 2009): Italian, 10–13 months
 euse of labials, oral and nasal, and of velars; near-minimal pair contrasting mid/high
R
front vowels at labial place ([be], [bim]).
acqua

water

[akwa]

bebè

baby

[beÁbε]

bella

beautiful, nice

[beja]

bimba

child

[bimba]

mamma

mama

[mom:œ]

occhio

eye

[aÁgo]

Timmy (Vihman, Velleman & McCune 1994): American English, 11 months
 igh variability precludes any categorical statement about contrast between ball and block
H
or car, kitty, and quack-quack; nevertheless, Timmy seems to be building systematically
around the labial and velar places of articulation, making it reasonable to claim that he has
that place contrast.
[bfl]

ball

[pæ], [bæ], [ô6pæ], [ab:a]

[blck]

block

[6ph6], [ô%βæ], [pæ]

[khcp]

car

[kc6], [ck:ch]

[khIòi]
kitty
		

[kh6®], [khc®], [kckc],
[ôukc]…

[khwæôkhwæk]
quack-quack
		

[kh6®], [khc], [khchkch],
[gaga]…

Sarah (Stoel-Gammon & Dunn 1985): American English; 11 months
S ystematic building from labial and alveolar places and also oral/nasal stops; reasonable
claim of place and manner contrasts but no minimal pairs.
[beIbi]

baby

[bebi]

[bcIbci]

byebye

[baIbaI]

[dcgi]

doggie

[dfgi]
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[dŠu:s]

juice

[dus]

[mcmc]

mama

[mama]

Emily (Vihman, unpublished data): American English, 13 months
Near-minimal labial/alveolar contrast; reuse of labial.
[bæ:bæ:], [ba~wf~]

baa, bow-wow

[pæpæ], [bæbæ], [ôapIæ], [pæ:]

[bi:dz]

beads

[bi], [phi]

[dædi]

daddy

[tæ], [hadatε]

[%p]

up

[%p], [%p6], [%pije], [æb]

Jacob (Menn 1976): American English, 13 months
 uilding from alveolar place, incipient alveolar/velar word-medial place contrast, reasonB
able claim of nasal/oral contrast but variability makes minimal pairs hard to define.
[no~]

no

[n%:::], []ε%]

[dŠeIk6b]

Jacob

[dik%], [dεik%], [gεik%], [æku], [dεik%], [æku]

[θæ]kju:]
thankyou
		
		
		

[did%], [dIdεjdi], [Rεj%], [daÁza],
[di], [daÁd%], [bε], [d8t],[gcdu],etc.;
varied stress & pitch patterns; [dVdV]
forms dominant but velars recur.

[ðεp]

there

[dc], [d%m], [d%h], [dε], [dæ]

[tho~st]

toast

[dœ%]

Atte (Vihman & Kunnari 2006): Finnish, 17 months
 wo-or three-feature-based contrasting pairs (*starred) for manner + voice (stop/fricative)
T
and place (labial/coronal with stop/nasal).
anna [an:a]

give

*[na]

haua [hauva]

doggy

*[υa], [ha:υa]

heppa [hep:a]

horse

*[pa], [ap:a]

mummo [mum:o]

grandmom

[mo], [am:o]

pappa [pap:a]

grandpa

[pa], [pap:a]

Tomos (Vihman & Gathercole, in prep.): UK English, 17 months
Non-minimal contrast, labial stop/alveolar nasal.
[bædŠ6]

Badger

[babmÀ :], [b%bmÀ ]

[bæŋ]

bang

*[ba], [bæ], [ba~], [da]

[haIja]

hiya

[jaja], [dajæ:]

[n6~]

no

*[na], [næ], [n6]

[ta]

ta ‘thank you’

*[ba], [pa], [ba:], [pa:]
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Group 3. Minimal pairs; contrast in vowels or in consonants
3a. One clear minimal pair (*): Vowel contrasts only.
Deborah (Vihman & Gathercole, in prep.): American English, 10 months
 e-use of labial place; one minimal pair contrasting mid/low front vowel (and with match
R
to target contrast).
[bæ:]

baa

[beIbi]

baby

*[be], [pipe], [bebe]

[hcI], [hcIj%]

hi, hiya

[hai], [ai], [haie], [aie], [e:], [a:]

[m%ŋki]

monkey

[mam:ε]

[%ô:o~]

uh-oh

[%ô:ε]

*[bæ:]

Lina (Vihman 1996, App. B): Swedish, 10 months
Building system from labial; mid/low vowel contrast.
blomma

flower

[bfmb6̃]

boll

ball

*[ba], [b~h]

brum

vroom

*[bε]

bulle

bun

[bYl]

oj

oh!

[ôfI]

titta

look

[tit:a]

T. (Ferguson & Farwell 1975): American English, 11 months
Building from alveolar and glottal articulations: High/low vowel contrast.
[dædi]

daddy

[dcg]

dog

[df]

[hcI]

hi

*[ai], [hai]

[si:]

see

*[hi]

[dæji, dæi]

Charles (Vihman & Kunnari 2006): French, 11 months
Mid/low vowel contrast – but disputable because of variation in boom as well as lack of
match to target.
au-revoir [frvwar], [fvwar]

byebye

boum [bum]

boom

*[ba, bœm]

beau [bo]

beautiful, good

*[bo]

donne, tiens [d%n, tjε̃]

give/here

[dæ]

mama [mamã]

mama

[mama]

non [nf̃]

no

[nε]
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Hanna (Vihman 1996, App. B): Swedish, 11 months
Building from alveolar place with contrast between front/central low vowels.
bok

book

[bβuô]

dar

there

[dæô]

tacktack

thanks

*[dad:a]

titta

look

[dit:a]

tittut

peekaboo

*[dæd:a]

Will (Stoel-Gammon & Dunn 1985): American English, 12 months
Systematic building from alveolar place; low/high front vowel contrast.
[cld%n]

all-done

[dada], [ada]

[dc~n]

down

*[dæ], [d%], [dau]

[lcIt]

light

*[di]

[∫u:z]

shoes

[tsis, θiz]

[%ô:o~]

uh-oh

[ô%ôo], [h%ho]

Kenji (Vihman 1996, App. B): Japanese, 12 months
 uilding from alveolar nasal: apparent low/mid central vowel contrast – but variable
B
production makes contrast uncertain; near-minimal alveolar/velar contrast.
[aqigato:]
thank you
		

[coi::], [cI::ja], [ôcI6::],
[I:jch], [cwI:wc:], [6I::j6]

[bY:bY:]

car (nursery word)

[βY::βY::]

[do:zo]

here you are, if you please

[6do::]

[koqe]

this

[kf:jeô], [kolI], [koεô], [kore],

		
[nainai]

all gone, put away

		
[njãnjã]

kitty, meow

[gfòi::], [g6ô],[koòI], kfòjc® :]…
*[nε:nε], [nε̃:nεh],
[n6: | \æ:], [nc:Inch], [nε:ne]
*[næôn%h]

Eeriku (Salo 1993): Estonian, 17 months
Low vowel contrast, with match to target contrast.
tita [titc]

little girl

[tit]

onu [onu]

uncle, man

[en:]

paber [pcber]

paper

*[paba]

päkapikk [pækcpik:]

elf

*[pæpa]

suur [su:r]

big

[u:]

tiss [tis:]

nursing (nursery word)

[ts:]
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3b. One or more minimal pairs, including consonant contrast.
Annalena (Elsen 1996): German, 8–9 months
 inimal pair involving oral/nasal contrast; near-minimal pair contrasting labial/alveolar
M
place, including consonant contrast.
da

there

ei

egg

[aI]

Mama

mama

*[mama]

nein

no

[naIn]

Papa

papa

*[baba]

[da]

Siri (Savinainen-Makkonen 2001): Finnish, 10–13 months
Labial/velar contrast as well as high/low vowel.
kukka [kuk:a]

flower

kiikkaa [ki:k:a:]

swinging

[ki:k:a:]

vettä [vet:æ]

water

[et:æ]

nappi [nap:i]

button

*[pi], [6p:i]

kissa [kis:a]

cat

*[ki]

[ôka], [aÁka]

Nicola (Keren-Portnoy et al. 2009): Italian, 10–16 months
Oral/nasal consonant and low/mid vowel contrasts.
mamma

mama

*[mama]

bimba

child

[bœb:ε]

nonna

granny

*[nen:a]

nanna

to sleep (nursery word)

*[nan:a]

Vale

(name)

[ae]

papà

papa

*[pap:a]

Carole (Vihman & Kunnari 2006): French, 11 months
 ne pair contrasting voicing, another overlapping pair contrasting low/mid vowel, and a
O
two-feature contrast of alveolar nasal/labial oral stop.
balle [bal]

ball

*[ba], [baba]

bébé [bebe]

baby

*[bebe]

nounours [nunurs]

teddy bear

*[ne], [nene]

Mickey [mike]

Mickey Mouse

[k6]

papa [papa]

papa

*[papa]
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Jonah (Vihman 1996, App. B): American English, 13 months
Labial/alveolar contrast.
[bcò6l]

bottle

[bwIdυ]

[bc~wc~]

bow(wow)

[bcô], [bυc], [bæ]

[εdg6p]

Edgar (dog’s name)

*[dcdc]

[no~]

no

[6næ::]

[pckpck]

rock-rock

*[bchbch], [bc:bcô]

Emi (Vihman unpublished data): Japanese, 14 months
 anner contrast: stop /nasal /glide at labial place; near-minimal labial/alveolar stop
M
contrast.
[ct:a], [hcit:a] we got it, it’s gone in

[a®tha®], [haôta], [tæh], [c], [tc®thc®ô]

[bc]

peekaboo

*[pc®], [wcô]

[mcmc]

mama

*[mcm:c:], [mæmæ], [mæm:c:]

[nen:e]

sleep

[nen:eô], [næncô], [εnæ], [nænc]

[wc̃wc̃]

doggie

*[wcwc::], [wcwcô], [w%wcô], [wfwcô]…

Thomas (Elbers & Ton 1985): Dutch, 15 months
Minimal pair in coda position.
[auto:], [o:to:]

car

*[at], [at6], [aut], [auto:], [o:t], [o:t6], [o:to:]

[hap], [hapj6], [hapi]

a (little) bite

*[ap], [ap6], [hap], [hap6], [hab], [hab6]

[pa:rt], [pa:rtj6]

hors(i)e

[pa:t], [pa:t6], [ba:t], [ba:t6]

[pus], [pusj6]

cat, kitty

[p6x], [b6x], [pux], [bux]

Stig (Vihman 1996, App. B): Swedish, 16 months
Labial/alveolar contrast as well as near-minimal contrast of low/mid vowel at alveolar place.
blomma

flower

*[bæ], [bhf:bf:]

(skol)buss

(school)bus

[kYlbY], [gεbYk6ç], [klmbæ]

dar

there

*[dæ]

klocka

clock, watch

[gf:ka]

titta

look

[tIta], [tεt6]

3c. Large minimal set: Vowel contrast.
Jonathan (Braine 1974): American English, 15 months
[hcI]

hi

[ôai]

[dŠus]

juice

*[du]

[noυ]

no

*[do]

[si:]

see

*[di]

[ðæt], [ðεp]

that, there

*[dæ, d%, da, dε]
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Group 4. Two or more minimal pairs; clear featural organization
Virve (Vihman 1976; Vihman & Croft 2007): Estonian, 10 months; some exposure to English
Vowel contrast, mid/low; also stop/fricative contrast at alveolar place.
aitäh [aIÁtæh]

thanks

[haI]

hi (English)

[aI]

isa [isa]

daddy

*[saô]

see [se::]

this

*[seô]

tere [teòe]

hello

[tete]

*[ta]

Leslie (Ferguson, Peizer & Weeks 1973): American English, 11 mos
 very word a member of a minimal or near-minimal pair with respect to the features labial
E
/alveolar and oral/nasal.
[dædi]

daddy

[dfgi]

doggie

*[gaga]

[mami]

mommy

*[mama]

[pæti], [pædi]

patty(-cake)

*[bæbæ]

*[dædæ]

Hans (Lindner 1898; cited in Ferguson 1978): German, 14 months
 wo minimal triples showing consonantal contrasts: monosyllables showing labial/alveoT
lar/velar, and disyllables showing labial /alveolar and oral /nasal.
Birne [birn6]

pear

*[bap]

das [das]

that

*[da], [dada], [dat]

Gasse [gas6]

street

*[gak]

Mama [mama]

mama

*[mama]

Papa [papa]

papa

*[papa]

Wewe [veve]

weewee

[we:we:]

Appendix II.

Variability in first word forms: UK English

(i) indicates imitated form; (x2) etc. indicates number of tokens of form.

Ella: 11 months
Amelia

IdŠi:ijah

zi:ôijah

i:ôIjah

i:ijah

i:::hiæh (i)

Eva /i:v%/

i::jaô

i::jaô

i::jah

ni:jæh

i::jæh (x3)

aI:ija (x2)(i)

nijIôija (i)
eôS6

Ih6~

hat

aô (x2)

hello

6pa~

eôa~:

hiya

aIjε

aôaI:
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row row
William

Iv6}w6 (i)

Ibv!~βæ (i)

6wa~:ev6va

mβa~ôv6~

i::jε

ihijan(i)

m:p6}:u:wa

Ibupa~:wa:

i:jæh (i)

ungijæ (i)

Flora: 13 months
hello

εj6υ

aIN6 (i)

æl6 (i)

oh dear, star, ta, there

ata

ætæ (x3)

ætha:

tæ:h

h6ôtæ

ôaô6~

ôæôæ:6

uh-oh

6tI:

ôæôa (i)

Leila: 14 months
bump

bo~

b6: (i)

bI (i)

phI (i)

ba: (i)

no

i:8:na~

n6~

anc:

ŋo~

ŋoυn6:υ (i)

na:o~ (i)

6nc: (i)

kIt}Ikxkxdj

gl%l%bli:glI

		
that

daôth

tickle

ŋt6gcw6 (i)

		

bijab (i)

kftl%ð (i)

g%:Yg~ld6 (i)

Rachel: 14 months
hiya

ô6ôa:Ija

heŠ6:ah

c:j6h

heId8: (i)

he:Ij6h

juice

dæ

ts8:d8::

dId~s:~

th6s:

d~s

gυs:

d6ô8:∫

sheep

ta (x2)

dε:I

tθa:

th6®

thah6 (i)

this

dI6∫

d~Iθ

i:hIθ

t6ð~s

Lewis: 15 months
all gone

f:kj6:
fÁ>d6
fgd:h (i)

f::g~
f:g6
fgdkh (x2)		
fg6
e~khdkh (i) f:g~kh
6gd::
ŋ gdkh (i)		
f:ôg6
f:kh6kh (i) 6::gdkh (i)
ôf:gckh		

clock

khd:kh

khd:ôkh

duck(s)

d6s

dŠcôth (i)

that

dc:th

daô6th

ndæ:th (i)

this

nd6:∫

dI:~∫:

thIs (i)

khf:kh (x2, i)

Rosie: 15 months
m6mphæ

mama

mam

teddy

tεtI

th6thI

thεth (i)

d6th6 (i)

tractor

th6thε:

tId6 (i)

yeah

ε

ja (x2)

jæ

jε (x8)

mummy
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Patrick: 16 months
baa

bc

baô (i)

hello

εlf:h

6p6

hiya

haI ji

aI j6ôjε

two, three, four

pa: dŠeI fwc

pa: dweI dæ (i)

heIôjεh

Tania: 17 months
book

v6~

b%:

w6~

b6~: (i)

bye(bye)

bajiNI (i)

baI:

pai: (x2)

pæi: (x2)

		

pajiç (i)

daddy

tεdε

fish

t}∫s

mummy

mô6m6mæh

bεj~φεI (i)

Tobias: 17 months
(a) baby

bε:bIh
beIbi:h
bi::bIh
bibi:ç (i)

bear

nabε:

mbi:bIç
n::bi:biç
bi:bi:h
bi:bi∫

bI:bIç
bi:
bi:bIh (x2, i)
bpi:bIh

beI bijI: bε:h

bIh

6bi:bIh
bi:bi:θ (i)
bi:bih (x3)
bIbI:h (i)

bi:bi:∫
bibi::ç
bI::bεh

pIô6

thIôI

digger

gigIj6		

di

hiya

cIjI

cIjI:

6Ijε:h

there/that

d6

d6ôε

uh-oh

εô6:
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